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ABSTRACT

How is creativity assessed across multiple products? What parameters
influence the audience’s overall impression of an artist’s total body of
creative work? This study examines this question in the domain of poetry, as
poetry “gatekeepers” rated a series of five poems (all written by the same
poet). The central question was what factors impacted the overall ratings of
these poems; specifically, the following components were evaluated: average
performance (i.e., typical work), maximum performance (i.e., best work),
minimum performance (i.e., worst work), variability of performance (i.e.,
consistency), first performance, and last performance. The average, best,
worst, and last poem in each set positively predicted the overall quality of
the set. Variability (e.g., the standard deviation) did not make a significant
prediction, suggesting that a body of artistic work may not be judged by
the consistency of the set. These results suggest an overall stronger effect
for ratings of individual items than for consistency when judging a set of
creative works. Implications for aesthetic judgment are discussed.
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How is creativity assessed across multiple products? This dilemma is present
across many fields. Scientists may offer multiple theories, and computer programmers may design many different types of software. Yet artistic creativity
may offer the most commonly evaluated series of products, because art is readily
available and able to be assessed—unlike the products of many fields. In many
areas of the physical sciences, for example, only a fellow scientist would be aware
of someone’s full body of work. Yet millions of people may have seen several
paintings by Johannes Vermeer, or read multiple Margaret Atwood novels.
When assessing the creativity of a set of performances, researchers have
predominantly focused on either a single product or the average of a series of
products (i.e., the typical performance). Such products are usually evaluated
according to the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT; see Amabile, 1982,
1983, 1996; Baer, Kaufman, & Gentile, 2004; Kaufman, Lee, Baer, & Lee, in
press), where expert judges are asked to independently rate creative products
based on their own conceptions of creativity. A great deal of past research (e.g.,
Amabile, 1983, 1996; Baer, 1993, 1998; Hennessey & Amabile, 1999; Kaufman,
Baer, Cole, & Sexton, in press; Kaufman, Gentile, & Baer, 2005) has shown
that experts agree at a strikingly high rate, with coefficient alphas that are usually
above .70 and often above .90.
Most CAT studies have used the mean to serve as a proxy score of creativity.
Typically, the products being assessed are created by schoolchildren or college
students, not experts. Other research has studied aesthetic preferences, often by
examining what components of artwork may capture someone’s attention the most
or be most pleasing (e.g., Cupchik, 1992; Smith & Smith, 2006).
However, what do experts use to evaluate creative artistic work when not doing
so in the service of psychology experiments? The present study is designed to
examine the parameters that play a role in quality judgments of a series of poems.
This includes those works produced before the poet had reached her full potential,
as well as ones produced at the height or end of his or her career. We make the
distinction, however, that creative artists at the highest level have obtained enough
expertise to be considered well-versed in their art form; we do not consider
“expert” those performances produced while the artist was yet a novice. As
Simonton (2003) explains, someone is a novice when even casual observers can
discern one’s lack of skills or knowledge in that domain.
The focus of this article is on poetry, as it reasonably meets the criteria for a
creative domain. Poetry is a field in which “(a) the pressure for both originality
and intelligibility is intense, (b) the products are invariably multidimensional
and configurational, (c) the output rate for those products must be correspondingly
low and (d) the reactions from the public, critics, and colleagues are mostly
undifferentiated, inconsistent, and unstable” (Simonton, 2000, p. 287).
What are some candidate parameters? One possibility is that poets are judged
by their most salient work, such as their best or worst poem. Various research
results (see Gilbert, 2007, for a review) indeed demonstrate that individuals are apt
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to remember the best and worst of times instead of the most likely of times. In a
recent study, subway commuters who were waiting for their train were asked by
researchers to imagine how they would feel if they missed their train (Morewedge,
Gilbert, & Wilson, 2005). Commuters who were asked to remember any time
they missed their train remembered episodes just as negative as those who were
explicitly asked to remember the worst time they missed their train. The results
suggest that when people think about their total experiences, often the single
most inconvenient and frustrating episodes come to mind (Gilbert, 2007). It
may be the case, then, that we make judgments of a set of work based upon the
pieces that made us “feel” the most. If we attach an emotion to a piece of poetry,
then we should able to remember that piece better and, further, to use it as an
anchor for our judgments of other works by that artist.
Arguably, we implicitly apply this anchoring effect when forming overall
impressions of a series of elements. Hayes (1983), in a study of ratings of
academic curriculum vitae, found that what are perceived to be low-quality
publications often hurt overall peer judgments of vita quality. Epstein (1985),
in a follow-up letter, suggested that young authors should “publish what you
please, where you want to or are able to publish it, and then be selective in listing
publications on your vita” (p. 241). In other words, a larger output may actually
be detrimental to how others perceive a body of work.
As a testament to the power of a single piece of work, consider the “one-hit
wonder” phenomenon. Even though one-hit wonders produce only one lasting or
significant piece of work in their particular domain, that work is played repeatedly
or frequently cited, century after century, helping to ensure that the creator’s name
is remembered. Harper Lee, for example, received mass acclaim and a Pulitzer
Prize (1961) for To Kill a Mockingbird, but has published virtually nothing since.
Likewise, a “rotten tomato” can seriously affect a poet’s reputation. Kipling’s
“The White Man’s Burden” (1899) is an example of a work that received such a
bad response that it hurt his reputation and was even parodied in his day. This
“rotten tomato effect” might function in various ways. There might be some
threshold where a piece of work can be so bad that it is very hard for the artist to
redeem his or her reputation. Alternatively, a single work might be so bad that it
leads to a poorer judgment of the artist’s overall performance; the anchor that
drags the overall judgment down.
Placement in a set may also be an important parameter in forming an overall
perception of an artist’s work. Empirical research has indeed demonstrated
that individuals often judge their total pleasure of an experience by its ending,
whether they are thinking about their experience of pain (Kahneman, Fredrickson,
Schreiber, & Redelmeier, 1993); child-rearing (Christensen-Szalanski, 1984), or
marriage (Holmberg & Holmes, 1987). There is also substantial memory research
that has found that people typically best remember the first pieces of information
acquired (DiGirolamo & Hintzman, 1997; Miller, Westerman, & Lloyd, 2004) and
the last pieces of information (Davelaar, Haarmann, Goshen-Gottstein, & Usher,
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2006; Murdock, 1967). There is reason to suppose, then, that when sets of works
are evaluated, effects of position (such as primacy and recency) may be coming
into play.
Since it may be possible for creators to earn their reputation based on their
best, worst, first, or last piece of work, this further suggests that it may be possible
that the way an artist earns his or her reputation need not be confined solely to
his or her typical performance, or even his or her consistency in performance. If
one terrific piece of work out of a series of slightly above average works causes
that artist to be perceived as terrific, then consistency is not the most important
indicator of that artist’s reputation. Similarly, if one terrible piece of work out
of a series of good works causes that artist to be perceived as terrible, then the
other good pieces did not seem to make much of a difference in the formation
of overall impression.
In sum, experts may use salience, primacy, or recency effects when judging
a body of artistic work, in addition or even in place of mentally taking the average
of a set or judging the consistency of the set. Consistency may be paramount for
building and maintaining expertise, but might not be enough (or could even be
detrimental) to be considered creative at the master-level in an artistic domain
(Kaufman & Kaufman, 2007; Simonton 2000).
The current study, therefore, is an attempt to investigate how these various
factors influence a poet’s reputation. We will investigate whether poets are judged
by their (a) average performance (i.e., typical work), (b) maximum performance
(i.e., best work), (c) minimum performance (i.e., worst work), (d) variability of
performance (i.e., consistency of performance), (e) first performance, (f) last
performance, or (g) some combination of the above.
METHOD
Participants
Participants consisted of poets and raters. There was some overlap between
those who provided their poems, and those who rated poems. This did not pose a
problem, as no rater was given their own poems to rate. Forty poets in total were
included in the study. Thirty out of the 40 poets were published experts in the field
with a wide range of levels of expertise—ranging from a graduate student in
English to a published poet with over 50 years of experience writing poetry. These
30 poets provided a random sample of 5 of their poems that were published within
a 1-year time period. The remaining 10 out of the 40 poets were Pulitzer Prizewinning poets taken from 1995-2005 (see Table 1). A random sample of 5 poems
was taken from the book that won the poet his or her Pulitzer Prize.
In total, 40 sets of poems were assembled, with 5 poems (from a single poet)
included in each set. Therefore, a total of 200 individual poems were rated in the
current study. Each set of poems was conceptualized as a representative sample of
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Table 1. Pulitzer Prize-Winning Poets
Included in Sample
Franz Wright (2004)
Paul Muldoon (2003)
Carl Dennis (2002)
Stephen Dunn (2001)
C. K. Williams (2000)
Mark Strand (1999)
Charles Wright (1998)
Lisel Mueller (1997)
Jorie Graham (1996)
Philip Levine (1995)
Notes: 5 poems were randomly selected by
each poet. Poems were taken directly from each
poet’s Pulitzer Prize-winning book. The year in
parentheses refers to the year which each poet
won the Pulitzer Prize.

that poet’s total portfolio. These 40 sets of poems were mailed out to a sample
of expert raters who all had expertise reviewing poetry for literary journals.
Consequently, the raters in the current study could be conceived as “gate keepers”
in the field of poetry (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Each rater rated 20 poems, split
up into 4 sets. Therefore, the total sample consisted of 10 raters. Each set was
read by one rater.
Rating Procedure
Each rater received a packet that consisted of 4 sets of poems. All poems
remained anonymous, and raters were specifically asked after each poem whether
they recognized the poem, or knew the poet. A sheet was included in the packet
which explained to each rater the proper procedure for conducting the ratings.
Each rater was instructed to score each individual poem along six dimensions
(see Table 2). Use of the dimensions has empirical justification. A total of 13
expert judges in creative writing reached a consensus that these are crucial
dimensions for the development of a poem (Baer et al., 2004; Gentile & Kaufman,
2002a, 2002b).
Each rater was also instructed to score his or her overall impression of the
set according to the same criteria used for the individual ratings. A criteria sheet
was included which explained the dimension, and the 1-5 rating scale used
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Table 2. Rating Criteria
Subject Matter refers to the topic of the poem, and the ideas and feelings expressed in the
poem. It represents the decisions writers make about what to say in a poem (the substance
or material of the poem) as well as decisions they make about the overall approach they
take to their material (the overall meaning or point of view of the poem).
e.g., Level 3: At this level, the treatment of the subject matter has some depth. Most
of the ideas or themes presented in the poem are complete and/or developed. The writer
has made specific decisions about what to say in the poem. In parts of the poem, it
seems that the writer has begun to consider an overall meaning or approach to the
subject matter.
Poetic Strategies refers to the use of techniques that are often associated with poetic and
creative writing, such as imagery, metaphor, simile, personification, repetition, alliteration,
onomatopoeia.
e.g., Level 3: At this level, there is a more overt use of strategies, but the strategies
are used inconsistently. In one part of the poem the imagery is strong, the metaphor
complete, but in the rest of the poem the imagery may be unclear or the metaphors
confusing.
Poetic Devices refers to the use of conventions that are specific to poetry, such as rhyme,
meter, rhythm, line breaks and layout.
e.g., Level 3: At this level, more poetic devices are used, but their use is still inconsistent
or immature. The rhyming patterns tend to be “sing-songy;” the meter disjointed; and the
rhythm and meter inconsistent. The writer has paid some attention to the layout of the
poem, but the layout pattern is predictable. Often the use of poetic devices hinders rather
than helps or does nothing to further the meaning of the poem.
Coherence and structure refers to the overall coherence of the poem: the degree to which
the ideas in the poem flow smoothly or progress logically from one to another, and the
structure or shape of the poem.
e.g., Level 3: At this level, the ideas are more focused and proceed in a logical or
reasonable way. Poems at this level attempt to go somewhere but seem to get side-tracked
along the way.
Effect on the Reader refers to the ways in which the poem affects the reader and the reader
interacts with the poem.
e.g., Level 3: At this level, one part of the poem may strike a cord with the reader. The
subject matter may have some depth (specificity, tension and/or emotion), but the use of
poetic strategies and devices is inconsistent. The use of humor may make part of the poem
interesting, but the rest of the poem may be disjointed, lacking coherence. Thus, the reader
responds differentially, appreciating some parts but not others, not really interacting with
the poem as a whole.
Imagination and Creativity refers to the novel use of the English language to convey an
imaginative idea.
e.g., Level 3: At this level, the writing is about average in terms of imagination. Some
familiar devices or imagery might be used, but there are also some creative new ones.
Overall style may be average but the writer may have found striking ways to get across
emotions, which makes the overall effect of the poem strong. This poem may leave the
reader wishing for a little more, since it shows potential.
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for each dimension. Raters were instructed to view each set as independent of
the others. Half of the raters were instructed to rate their overall impression
of each set first, whereas the other half rated each individual poem first. This
counterbalancing was employed to ensure that the results of the study are based
on an overall impression formation, and not a reliance on the individual scores
in each set.
Measures
The current study was conducted twice, on two independent groups of raters.
This was done so that we could assess how well the results from the first group
of raters would replicate to an entirely new group of raters. For both group of
raters, all six rating dimensions (Subject Matter, Poetic Strategies, Poetic Devices,
Coherence and Structure, Effect on the Reader, and Imagination and Creativity)
significantly correlated with each other. In rater group 1, the lowest intercorrelation between the dimensions was .77 (N = 40, p < .01), and for rater
group 2, the lowest correlation was .89 (N = 40, p < .01). Since the correlations
between the dimensions were so high, the averages of all the dimensions were
combined to form a single quality score for each poem in a set.
For each set of 5 poems, we characterized the data in 6 ways, each characterization corresponding to one of the 6 factors as discussed in the introduction.
Specifically, for each set of poems, we computed:
Mean score (“typical” performance)
Standard Deviation (consistency of performance)
Highest rated poem in each set (“Best” poem)
Lowest rated poem in each set (“Worst” poem)
First poem in each set
Last poem in each set
Controls
Four control variables were introduced. They were: gender of rater, gender of
poet, order of presentation, and Pulitzer Prize winner. Gender of rater and gender
of poet were both dummy coded “1” for male, and “2” for female. Order of
presentation was dummy coded “1” if the rater first rated each individual poem
in the set, and “2” if the rater first rated the overall quality of the set. This was
introduced to control for order effects. Pulitzer Prize winner was dummy coded
“1” if the poet that was being rated was not a Prize winner, and “2” if the poet
was a Pulitzer prize winner. This control was introduced to ensure that the
results would be generalizable across varying levels of expertise, and not confined solely to perceptions of poetry at the highest level.
Even though we controlled for these four variables, it is still of considerable
psychological interest how each of these controls influenced overall ratings.
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As for gender of rater, overall ratings were higher for males (M = 4.08, N = 4)
than females (M = 3.11, N = 36) in rater group 1, and this difference was
statistically significant (p = .05). In rater group 2, overall ratings were numerically higher for females (M = 3.17, N = 28) than males (M = 2.81, N = 12),
although this difference wasn’t statistically significant. Therefore, the gender
of the rater didn’t have a consistent influence on overall ratings across the two
groups of raters.
As for gender of poet, overall ratings were numerically higher for male
poets (Rater Group 1: M = 3.38, N = 14; Rater Group 2: M = 3.89, N = 14)
than female poets (Rater Group 1: M = 3.11, N = 26; Rater Group 2: M = 2.61,
N = 26), although this difference was only statistically significant in rater group 2
(p < .01).
As for presentation order, overall ratings were numerically higher for those who
first rated each poem in the set individually before forming an overall impression
(Rater Group 1: M = 3.44, N = 20; Rater Group 2: M = 3.22, N = 20) than
participants who formed an overall impression of the set before rating each
individual poem (Rater Group 1: M = 2.96, N = 20; Rater Group 2: M = 2.90,
N = 20). This finding was not statistically significant for either rater group.
As for expertise of poet, both groups of raters rated the Pulitzer Prize-winning
poems (Rater Group 1: M = 3.67, N = 10; Rater Group 2: M = 3.78, N = 10)
more highly than the rest of the poems (Rater Group 1: M = 3.05, N = 30; Rater
Group 2: M = 2.82, N = 30). Although this difference was only statistically
significant in rater group 2 (p < .05), the difference approaches significance in
rater group 1 (p = .07). Therefore, out of the four controls, the expertise of the
poet demonstrated the most consistent effect across both groups of raters.
This finding provides external validity to the study, and suggests that raters
were taking their jobs seriously. If the raters were filling out the ratings at
random, one would not expect the Pulitzer Prize-winning sets to be systematically
rated higher than the rest of the poem sets, as all of the sets were anonymous
and therefore the raters had no prior knowledge that any of the sets were from
Pulitzer Prize-winning poets, let alone who the authors were. (Note: as mentioned above, raters were asked for each poem whether they recognized either the
poem or recalled the poet. Only one rater for one poem was able to accurately
recall the poet, and most of the time this section was left blank.)
RESULTS
A summary of all of the results are listed in Table 3. First, we entered all six of
our predictor variables (Mean of set, Standard deviation of set, Best poem in set,
Worst poem in set, First poem in set, Last poem in set) together into a stepwise
regression model, to assess which measures independently predict the overall
quality of each set. For both groups of raters, controlling for the gender of rater,
gender of poet, order of presentation, and Pulitzer Prize-winning status, and
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Table 3. Summary of Regression Results for Both Groups of Raters (df = 39)
Controlling for Order of Presentation, Gender of Rater and Poet,
and Pulitzer Prize
Rater Group 1
b_____________p
Predictors entered stepwise
(Mean, Standard Deviation,
Best, Worst, First, Last)
Mean
Best
First
Total R2 =
Predictors entered stepwise
(Best, Worst, First, Last)
Best
Last
Worst
Total R2 =

.50
.54
–.25

.01
.01
.04

Rater Group 2
b_____________p

.96
—
—

.74

.54
.37
—

.001
—
—
.92

.001
.01
—
.73

.40
.34
.29

.001
.001
.01
.90

Note: b refers to the standardized regression coefficient.

controlling for the other four measures (Best, Worst, First, and Last), the Mean
of each set significantly predicted the overall quality of each set (Rater Group 1:
b = .50, df = 39, p = .01; Rater Group 2: b = .96, df = 39, p = .001). Additionally, for
rater group 1 (but not for rater group 2), the Best poem in each set was a significant
positive predictor above and beyond the mean (b = .54, df = 39, p = .01), and the
First item in each set was a significant negative predictor above and beyond the
Mean (b = -.25, df = 39, p = .04). The Mean, Best, and First measures explained
74% of the total variance in overall ratings for rater group 1, and for rater group 2,
the Mean explained 92% of the total variance in overall ratings.
Since the Best, Worst, First, and Last measures share a significant portion of
variance with the Mean (in effect these four measures are subsets of the Mean),
we excluded the Mean from the regression model, and ran a stepwise regression
using Best, Worst, First, and Last as the predictor variables. For this analysis,
we also excluded the standard deviation, since it wasn’t a significant predictor in
the first analysis. For the second group of raters, Best (b = .40, df = 39, p = .001),
Last (b = .34, df = 39, p = .001), and Worst (b = .29, df = 39, p = .01), made
independent predictions on overall poem set quality. For the first group of raters,
Best (b = .54, df = 39, p = .001) and Last (b = .37, df = 39, p = .01) made an
independent prediction on overall poem set quality. For rater group 1, the Best
and Last measures explained 73% of the total variance in overall ratings, and for
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rater group 2, the Best, Last, and Worst measures explained 90% of the total
variance in overall ratings.
It is possible that these results could have been influenced by habituation
effects. Repetition of similar things invariably causes a decrease in preference
(Berlyne, 1971). To rule out mere repetition effects, we looked at trends across all
the poems a rater judged rather than confining the analysis only to sets by a
specific poet. Figure 1 shows the results for both rater group 1 and 2, separating
those who conducted individual ratings first, and those who conducted overall
ratings first. In no case is there a decrease in ratings. If anything, there appears to
be a trend toward an increase in ratings. Therefore, the results of the study don’t
seem to be affected by repetition effects.
DISCUSSION
For both groups of raters, the Best and the Last poem in the set made independent predictions on the overall quality of the set when the mean and standard
deviation were excluded from the regression model. In rater group 1, both the
Best and First poem in the set predicted overall ratings above and beyond the
Mean (although the First poem was a negative predictor). Furthermore, the Worst
poem in the set made a significant independent positive prediction on overall
ratings in rater group 2, once the Mean and Standard Deviation were excluded
from the regression model.
That the Best and First poems in the set predicted overall ratings suggests that
both salience and position effects come into play in the perception of overall
performance. The significance of the Worst poem in rater group 2 suggests that if a
poet’s worst poem is still better than other poets’ worst poems, he or she will
receive an overall higher rating.
That the Standard Deviation was not a significant predictor of the overall ratings
in either group of raters suggests that experts in creative fields such as poetry may
indeed not be earning their reputation due to their consistency of performance
(Simonton, 2003). Therefore, the way a professional earns his creative reputation
may depend on his domain. Consistency may be more important in domains that
emphasize the consistent application of expertise, such as medicine and architecture. A neurosurgeon earns his reputation by consistently saving lives, an
architect earns his reputation by designing houses that do not fall apart, a professional cellist in an orchestra (as opposed to a solo cellist) earns his reputation by
having consistently technical auditions and performances, and a basketball player
needs to consistently make foul shots and gain rebounds. In these domains, one
or two standout performances may not influence the professional’s reputation,
if the rest of his performances are not consistent.
In support of this view, Simonton (2003) characterizes the life of the archetypal creator as a “sequence of hits and misses, of success and failures. . . .
This hit-or-miss feature of the creative career contrasts immensely with what is
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observed in those achievement domains where the importance of expertise is
unquestionable” (p. 230). Simonton argues that there may be adaptive gains to a
more erratic style. Creators who “mix it up” or even experiment with different
media, at the risk of producing a rotten tomato or two, may be increasing their
chances of working something new into their repertoires, thereby ensuring
their creative vivacity. This tendency may be especially true of creation in the
arts; consider the consistent finding (e.g., Feist, 1999) that conscientiousness is
generally positively related to being a creative scientist but negatively related
to being a creative artist.
The results from the present study seem to point to the usefulness of several
effects when making judgments of overall set quality. The “rotten tomato” effect
and the “one-hit wonder” effect both emphasize the importance of one individual
work’s quality when compared with the rest of the set. The recency effect seems
to place weight on an item’s position, but this effect belies the main fact that the
last item in a set is still an individual item, and in the current study affected the
overall set ratings in similar fashion to the best and worst items. This result is
interesting precisely because of the common tendency to focus upon the overall
consistency of an artist in subjective discussions of performance quality. By
giving expert poets the explicit instruction to rate poems both individually and
as members of sets, we were able to show that the tendency of the expert poet’s
overall impression of the set to be influenced by the consistency of the set is
often overridden by individual ratings.
In real world evaluations of a body of creative work, the effect of the best or
worst work may be related to the overall quantity of the set. Poets who produce a
distinctive masterpiece may have larger bodies of work and therefore readers have
more to draw from when making judgments of greatness. W. H. Auden noted,
“the chances are that, in the course of their lifetime, the major poet will write more
bad poems than the minor” (quoted in Bennett, 1980, p. 15). There is empirical
support for this statement. Simonton (1977) divided the lives of 10 eminent
composers into 5-year periods, and measured each composer’s productivity based
on both their works and their themes. Simonton then found that the composers
who wrote the most music also wrote the best music. The most fertile time periods
in terms of production were also marked by the best work. Simonton (1985) also
found this same effect with psychologists. It is interesting to note that this
connection between larger quantity and higher quality would seem to indicate that
the tendency of academic evaluators to downgrade longer vitas with lesser works
(e.g., Hayes, 1983; Epstein, 1985) is quite misguided.
Conversely, an artist with a small body of work, among which one is a “rotten
tomato,” may come to be seen as a hack. Support for this idea comes from the
tendency for creative performers to be forgiven for bad work if they produce
enough good work. An example is Wordsworth, whose later poetry is generally
agreed to be greatly diminished in quality, a point that is typically overlooked
in evaluating his place in the canon because his early poetry is so very good
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(Duemer, 1991). The current study does not address this issue, since quantity of
poems was not manipulated. An interesting future line of research would be to
manipulate quantity and see the effects of various parameters (such as those used
in the current study) on overall perceptions.
It is interesting that all of the dimensions (see Table 2) used to rate each poem
were so highly correlated with each other. This suggests that poetic quality may be
unidimensional, and future studies on poetry may be able to abandon the notion of
separate criteria. Future studies should see if this unidimensionality replicates.
It should also be noted that since we obtained a random sample of poems for
each poet, “First,” “Last,” “Best,” and “Worst” do not necessarily correspond to
initial, concluding, best, and worst poems in that poet’s career, but only to that
particular, randomly-selected set of 5 poems. The benefit of using a random
sample is that we were able to maintain objectivity in the selection of poems to
include in the sample. A disadvantage is that the current study cannot speak to the
issue of the poet’s creative development over time, an issue that is certainly central
to real poetry portfolios. In the real world, a poet’s developmental arc may be
influenced by life events and maturity. Indeed, Simonton found that poets peak
markedly earlier than other writers (Simonton, 1975, 1997) and poets produce
twice as much of their lifetime output in their twenties as novelists do (Simonton,
1984). A study of a poet’s complete works would likely reflect such patterns (and
would likely be different from a similar study of a novelist’s complete works).
Another disadvantage is that it is very unlikely that the very best and very worst
poems of that poet’s entire career were included in any of our sets, and the first and
last were certainly not included. Therefore, the chances are high that most poems
selected will be mediocre, reducing the variance (and the standard deviation).
Future studies should see if the results of the current study replicate when the
actual best and worst products (i.e., most and least anthologized) are included in
the sample.
Of further note is that the current study may generalize more to high art
than popular art. Further studies should attempt to use different art forms, not
only to generalize the current results beyond poetry, but also to generalize
beyond high art. In high art such as poetry, critics have already screened the
work for the average reader in various ways. For instance, few people who
are not English majors have read the complete works of any minor poet. Yet
many people have read the complete works of a popular thriller writer such as
Harlan Coben, or have listened to the complete works of popular singers such
as Billy Joel.
The results of this study have practical implications for artists. If someone is
compiling a book of poetry or a music CD, or is arranging paintings in a museum,
the present findings suggest that an excellent overall impression might best be
cultivated through the use of individual works. The artwork in the “middle” will
have the least effect on a reader, viewer, or listener—the best material should be
placed late to have maximum impact.
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It is also interesting to note the relative lack of importance of the First work.
Despite the idea of “first impressions,” the quality of the First poem had comparatively little importance in the overall evaluation of a poet’s creativity (and
may even have a detrimental effect). It may be very tempting to present your
Best poem or song First to demonstrate your potential, but this study indicates
that this is not the best strategy.
Most models of aesthetic preferences focus on the appreciation, emotional
impact, or enjoyment of one particular piece. Leder, Belke, Oeberst, and Augustin
(2004), for example, present an extensive model of aesthetic appreciation and
aesthetic judgments in which they integrate such concepts as perceptual analysis,
implicit memory, the context of the artwork, and several related cognitive
processes. Yet the model is still primarily focused on the experience of one piece
of art. Since much creative work is experienced in sets of works rather than
individually, it seems only sensible to study the judgments of portfolios rather
than merely single pieces. Of course, we must not ignore the interaction between
the judgment of sets and of the individuals. There are many properties of set
judgment that are not well understood, as the results of the present study imply.
For example, the idea of a quality threshold, below or above which an individual
judgment begins to shape the cumulative judgment, bears further study. We hope
that more research (and, eventually, theoretical frameworks) will look at multiple
pieces and their effect on how one perceives an artist’s overall work.
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